
Give your garden a new lease 
of  life with Surrey-based 
landscape company, PC 
Landscapes. Specialising in 

customer focused landscape design 
and build packages, it works with 
clients, architects and developers  
to create bespoke landscape designs, 
all of  which are tailored to their 
requirements and site conditions.

As part of a client’s design team, PC 
Landscapes utilises its extensive construction 
and design knowledge as well as skills to 
provide the best solutions for your project  
– taking into consideration environmental 
impacts and the local biodiversity. It is a full 
member of British Association of Landscape 
Industries (BALI) and its team consists of 
chartered landscape architects and industry 
trained professional landscape contractors. 

It has recently completed a living art wall  
in Surrey for a private client as well as 
building gardens at the prestigious Chelsea 
Flower Show and Hampton Court Flower 
show. All of these projects were constructed 
by the company’s expert in-house landscape  
and management teams. ‘The Extending 
Space’ Chelsea Flower Show garden was 
featured several times on television and was 
a real international show garden, which it 
repackaged to be re-built in Switzerland. 

Matching the surroundings
Not all projects are high profile, but they are 
usually technical with exacting requirements. 
Many of these projects feature sloping sites 
and, over the last 20 years in business, PC 
Landscapes has resolved many problems  
and created a large number of bespoke 
designs that complement its clients’ lifestyle. 

Let landscape experts transform your outdoor space, and embrace  
both modern and original features to create a fabulous effect…

A garden to  
be proud of

‘EXPERTS UTILISE THEIR EXTENSIVE CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
KNOWLEDGE TO PROVIDE THE BEST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR PROJECT’

A mixture of modern 
materials and rustic finishes 
complement each other

Lights on the  
steps illuminate  
a garden at night



|PROMOTION|

‘QUOTE CAN BE THREE LINES  
QUOTE CAN BE THREE LINES QUOTE  

CAN BE THREE LINES’

FOR MORE INFORMATION
If you have a project that PC Landscapes 

could assist with, visit 
www.pclandscapes.co.uk  
or call 01252 891150.

Many of the company’s projects utilise 
materials that complement their immediate 
environment as well as providing practical 
solutions to spatial problems when working  
with steep slopes. In the design pictured on 
these pages, it used Corten steel for the 
retaining walls to reduce the amount of 
excavation and provide crisp edges to the 
lawns and borders. A terraced gravel garden 
was created along with a rectangular Corten 
clad reflective water feature that runs parallel  
to the house extension/roof garden.

The master plan
PC Landscapes used the spatial ‘problems’ to  
its advantage to make an ‘amphitheatre’ effect 
of planting when seated on the lower terrace. 
The team manipulated the existing ground 
contours to create an interesting series of 
spaces that would integrate into the existing 
garden while providing a distinct ‘wow’ 
element. Complementary materials were  
vital and sawn sandstone was used to contrast 
with the rusting steelwork. The flights of  
steps are all illuminated with stainless steel 
louvered lights to create a fabulous effect in  
the evening as you move through the planting.

As with all of its projects, PC Landscapes 
encourages clients to hire the company at  
the earliest stages of a project so it can utilise 
its skills. The team integrates all the features  
you would expect a modern home to have, 
from water harvesting and irrigation systems to 
detailed lighting for dramatic planting schemes. 

The ‘amphitheatre’  
of plants effect  
takes centre stage

A design plan 
of the project

The decking has skylights  
to allow natural light into  
the swimming pool below


